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Jeremiah and Amanda are fighting over toys in their kindergarten class. The teacher tells them,

"Now, look! This is Kindergarten. We share everything." When Jeremiah and Amanda take their

teacher's advice, the whole class is in for a hilarious surprise! --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.
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Robert Munsch is an excellent storyteller, and it shines through his books! This story is the absolute,

all time favorite of my "Kinders".All of Munschs' books, including We Share Everything, are great

pattern books which are great for teaching a variety of early reading skills including making

predictions, etc.He scored a big time hit with me and my students!

My sons and I could not stop laughing while reading this book! Mr. Munsch has a humorous way of

bringing up a frequently discussed topic at that age -- sharing. I have read other books by this

author & enjoyed them also.They are 5 & 8 and did not have a problem with the undressing issue --

they know what is appropriate & what is not. We usually discuss when we read books about what is

real & appropriate and what is just pretend.



While it's true that kindergarteners generally would not share their clothes, young children love to

think about and consider the ridiculous. My 10 year old thought this book was hilarious. Robert

Munsch has a peculiar insight into the mind of children. My Head Start classroom yells "Robert

Munsch" every time I bring out a new book.

A big hit with our kids, especially when read out loud (they got a big kick out of our exaggeration of

"we share EVERYTHING!!!" each time). Now buying this as gifts to go with the compilation of the

Munsch books that do not include this story.

I read this book to my kindergartners for the first time this year. We laughed and laughed because it

was so much like life in our kindergarten class. As always, Kindergarten teacher ends up eating own

words! I intend to read it for our kindergarten graduation.

I adore Robert Munsch's Love You Forever, so I thought I'd also like this book. Nope. It's not even

the clothes sharing that bothers me all that much. It's the attitude of the teacher! She's all fairy

perfect at the beginning, then totally flies off the handle at the end. I don't like my kids thinking

teachers are that way. So I gave this away before even reading it to my children.

Amanda and Jeremiah share a typical day at their first day ofKindergarten. Sharing is so hard for

these little kids. When theteacher said, "We share everything", they took her seriously! Young

children can relate to this story because sharing is such a big part of school and life!

This book is a "must have" for any Kindergarten teacher or a kindergartener. My students love to

hear this story about sharing...over and over and over! I usually introduce it the first week of school

when I am reviewing class rules and expectations. It is humourous, age appropriate,and a class

favorite!
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